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	AJAX: A Beginner's Guide (Beginner's Guide  (Osborne Mcgraw Hill)), 9780071494298 (0071494294), McGraw-Hill, 2008
This book is dedicated to making web applications look and act like desktop applications that run on your computer. As we advance into the Internet Age, the difference between the desktop and the Internet is going to keep diminishing. One issue that up until now has divided desktop applications from browser-based applications is that in the browser, you usually have to wait for the whole page to refresh before you see any results. Want to buy a book online? Click the book and –flash– the shopping cart page appears. Want to check out? Click the checkout button and –flash– that page appears. Then it’s on to –flash– the credit card information page.

All that flashing gives online applications a very different feel from that of applications on your computer. The idea behind Ajax is to get rid of all the flashing page refreshes that plague the online experience. With Ajax, you can connect to a web server behind the scenes, download data, and then display that data in the current page in a browser, all without refreshing the page.

That’s the future of web development—creating a browsing experience that is no different from using a program on your own computer. Ajax enables you create that browsing experience.

This book gives you a complete introduction to Ajax—everything you need to know is here. We’ll start with an overview of what Ajax can do, and how it’s being used today. Then, you’ll get an introduction to JavaScript, which is the foundation of Ajax on the browser side of the equation (later on, you’ll see the web server side). After you have JavaScript under your belt, we’ll dig into Ajax itself, showing you how to create Ajax-enabled applications. We’ll also take a look at some special problems, such as how to keep two Ajax requests to the server from getting confused with each other.
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Show Me QuickBooks 2006Que, 2005
Welcome to Show Me QuickBooks 2006, a visual quick reference guide that shows you how you can take advantage of the nation's best-selling small business accounting program.

QuickBooks 2006 is filled with new features, and the program has a new look. If you've used...


		

Mastering Python Scientific ComputingPackt Publishing, 2015

	A complete guide for Python programmers to master scientific computing using Python APIs and tools


	About This Book

	
		The basics of scientific computing to advanced concepts involving parallel and large scale computation are all covered.
	
		Most of the Python APIs and tools used in scientific...



		

Ultrasonic Nondestructive Evaluation: Engineering and Biological Material CharacterizationCRC Press, 2003
Most books on ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) focus either on its theoretical background or on advanced applications. Furthermore, information on the most current applications, such as guided wave techniques and acoustic microscopy, is scattered throughout various conference proceedings and journals. No one book has integrated these...




	

Rationale-Based Software EngineeringSpringer, 2008
Many decisions are required throughout the software development process. These decisions, and to some extent the decision-making process itself, can best be documented as the rationale for the system, which will reveal not only what was done during development but the reasons behind the choices made and alternatives considered and rejected. This...

		

Comparative Information Technology: Languages, Societies and the Internet (Globalisation, Comparative Education and Policy Research)Springer, 2009
This volume offers a critique of the nexus between ICT and its impact on society, individuals and educational institutions. One of the most significant dimensions of globalisation has been the rapid development of information and communications technologies (ICTs). Our lives have been changed by ICTs in numerous ways and the implications for...

		

The Great War as I Saw ItLegacy Books Press, 2009
It is said that Canada's birth as a nation took place on the battlefields of the Western Front in World War I.  At places like Vimy Ridge and Passchendaele soldiers attacked from the trenches representing home provinces such as Quebec, Alberta, and Ontario, and returned as proud and triumphant Canadians.    Canon Frederick George Scott was a...
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